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(Answer all Five Units 5 x 12 :60 Marks)

What is excitation?

Explain field energy and co-energy in a singly excited system in magnetic system.

OR
Define M.M.F?
Derive the, expression for force of a singly excited toroid in a magnetic field
system?
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magnetizing ampere turns3 a How demagnetizing and cross

a DC Machine?

per pole are calculated in L2 6M

b The brushes of a certain lap connected 400kw, 6-pole generator are given a lead of L4 6M
18n electrical. From the data given, calculate (i) the demagnetizing ampere-ttrns
(ii) the cross magnetizing ampere-turns (iii) series turns required balancing the
demagnetizing component. The firll load current is 750,{ and total number of
conductors is 900 and the leakage coelficient is 1.4.

4 a What is the purpose of inter poles?

b Enumerate all the parts of a DC machi

OR

ne and indic
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ate their lunction.
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25C) and
the total
(i) Long

5 a Define critical field resistance?

b A DC Compound Generator has 110V as terminal voltage. The
resistance, shunt field Resistance and series field resistance are 0.06Q,
0.040 respectively. The load consists of 200,{ which rated at 55W. Find
emf generated and armature current when the machine is connected as

Shunt (ii) Short Shunt.

OR
6 a What are the causes for the failure of self-excitation? L2 6M

b Explain the parallel operation of two DC series generators with equalizer bar Ll 6M
connection.

Define torque? L2 2M
Explain the armature voltage and field flux control methods for the Speed control Ll 10M
of a DC Motor.

OR
8 a If the applied voltage of a DC motor is 230 V, then back emf, for maximum power L4 2M

developed is?

b Explain the operation of fbur point starter for a DC motor with neat diagram.
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b
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9 a Which losses are called variable losses? Ll 2M
b Explain Swinburne's test on DC machines? What are its advantages and L2 10M

disadvantages?
OR

10 ^ Enumerate the losses in DC machine. Ll 2M
b Derive the condition for maximum efficiency. Ll 10M

*** END r<{<*.
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